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# Release History

## V1.20.0  15.10.2023

### Features:
- Extended Tooling Support
- `ConvertImportFile` for the edgePlug SINUMERIK CNC for converting AWL files to IIH variable definitions with ImportApp.
- `ConvertImportFile` for the edgePlug SINUMERIK CNC and edgePlug SIMATIC PLC for converting TIA Exporter (selection edgeConnector) files to IIH variable definitions with Import App.

## V1.10.0  03.02.2023

### Features:
- Support to add own NC variables in the IIH configurator
- Support to add own PLCC variables in the IIH configurator

## V1.00.0  16.05.2022

First release of edgePlug SINUMERIK CNC

### Features:
- 840D Solution Line support
- 840D Power Line support
- Full integration into Siemens Industrial Information Hub V1.2